CYBER SECURITY:
A layered approach

CHARTERHOUSE
EMAIL SECURITY

Email is the most
successful method of
cyber attack.

That’s why every business should take all possible steps
to minimise the impact of this type of threat.
In line with the recently updated NCSC guidance on email
security, we believe it is vitally important to adopt a layered
approach that combines awareness, training and
technology.
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Our aim is to protect your organisation from successful
BEC attacks.

A

LAYERED
PROTECTION

We do this by raising awareness of the latest threat types,
testing your people’s attack-readiness and, if the cyber
criminals do deceive your users, providing technical
solutions to keep your business secure.

STEP 1:
AWARENESS
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STEP 2:
SIMULATION

Testing Awareness

Testing Training

Cyber security awareness needs to
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Are users learning and retaining the
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STEP 3:
TECHNOLOGY

More Sophisticated Attacks

Cyber Security Technology

Cyber attacks are becoming
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ensure full protection for users.

Register for your FREE Cyber Security Review
Charterhouse security solutions help businesses to protect
critical data, users and customers, and to achieve and maintain
compliance.

FIND OUT MORE

We can help you identify your security vulnerabilities and integrate

Register for your FREE

a range of technologies to help mitigate the threat of security

Cyber Security Review here

breaches. Our security expertise covers every enterprise
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requirement, from network security, mobile security and security
consulting to compliance and governance.
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